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     Sunshine Week was originally created by journalists and is a nation-wide, non-profit program 

dedicated to maintaining and expanding the public’s right of an open government and their 

freedom to information.  Members of Sunshine Week vary from news media to schools to any 

other party who is concerned with the publics right to information.  Sunshine Week first 

commenced in March of 2005 with the aid of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation and 

the American Society of News Editors.  Although Sunshine Week was not first recognized until 

2005, in 2002, The Florida Society of Newspaper Editors started Sunshine Sunday to persuade 

their legislators not to enact more exemptions to public record laws.  Around three hundred new 

exemptions were stopped after three weeks of Sunshine Sundays because of more awareness.  

Then in June of 2003, a Freedom of Information Summit was held in Washington, which really 

laid the foundation for Sunshine Week.  Because individual involvement is so important, 

everyone is welcomed to be a participant of Sunshine Week.  In order to be a member, one must 

become active in some sort of a discussion about the significance of an open government. 

     Sunshine Week is very important because it allows citizens to be much more informed and 

aware of their government and encourages the interaction of individuals and their government.  

This better awareness has actually led to real changes to individuals and laws.  Sunshine Week 

encourages individuals to not just accept unnecessary government secrecy.  Instead, this program 

promotes a better understanding of the type of information citizens are entitled to and the ways to 
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go about finding this information.  This is essential to American rights, as promised by the 

Constitution. 

     Because Sunshine Week is so important, many news outlets do different things to celebrate it.  

For example, one organization, the General Services Administration, wanted all individuals to 

join in celebrating Sunshine Week last year by donating ideas and joining them promoting a 

more open government, which includes the government being less secretive and individuals 

participating more in the government.  The administrator of this organization, Nancy Johnson, 

encouraged people to understand that the government is listening and promoted the importance 

of directly interacting with the government.  She stated that one way to become more involved 

with government is to visit the website challenge.gov, which allows visitors to try to come up 

with solutions to problems posed by government officials.  This is a direct form of interaction 

between citizens and government.  Other websites with similar purposes include data.gov and 

USA.gov.  Overall, this organization understands the importance of Sunshine Week and is 

dedicated to opening up government and information. 

     To celebrate the next Sunshine Week, one idea is to engage the Shepherd University campus.  

First, this can be done by spreading awareness of Sunshine Week through flyers, posters, and 

discussions, including its importance and purpose.  Another activity to celebrate Sunshine Week 

on campus would be to allow students and staff to write letters to government with problems or 

concerns about its secrecy or lack of access to information.  Additionally, games or contests 

could be set up to encourage participation.  Also, a speaker could be asked to speak to the 

campus about the importance of an open government and freedom to information.  So many 

different activities and events could be done on campus this March to help celebrate Sunshine 

Week and spread awareness. 
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Article celebrating Sunshine Week 
As part of Sunshine Week, a national initiative focused on open government and 
freedom of information, General Services Administration Administrator Martha 
Johnson gives an overview of GSA’s efforts on this front. Johnson 
cites Challenge.gov, Data.gov and USA.govas key government Websites helping 
facilitate open government and citizen engagement. 
Excerpt: 
“We ask that you join us in celebrating Sunshine Week … Contribute your 
ideas. Offer us your best thinking. Give us comments and join us in the 
tremendous job we have as a country of solving our collective problems. “ 
 

Link to video: http://fedscoop.com/gsa-lets-the-sunshine-week-in-highlights-open-government-
key-websites/ 


